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ABSTRACT
Electrical characteristics of thin (100- and 140-micron) Westinghouse
dendritic-web N/P silicon solar cells are presented in graphical and tabular
format as a function of solar illumination intensity and temperature. Per-
formance is also sho p i as a function of solar illumination angle of incidence
for AMO.
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1SECTION I
INTRODUCTION
The JPL Publication 78-15 series presents parametric characterization data
on state-of-the-art and developmental solar cells of interest to the space photo-
voltaic community. These cells have all been developed specifically for use in
the space environment. The reports in this series consist primarily of working
graphs and tables that allow convenient descriptions of the cells' behavior as a
function of temperature and illumination intensity variations.
In recent years, JPL has examined the possibility of using some of the
results of the terrestrial photovoltaic energy development programs for space
applications (Ref. 1). An example is the use of low-cost technology for a very
large power system, such as that required for a space station. As part of those
studies, low-cost terrestrial cells were evaluated for their performance under
various space-type tests such as power output, temperature cycling, and radiation.
Based on these test results, one of the more promising cell types for
space use was the dendritic-web cell (Ref. 2). In view of this, it was felt that
a temperature-intensity performance characterization would be useful for those
who wished to do a more complete analysis of the cell's performance under space
array operating conditions. In addition, the determination of cell output as
a function of illumination incident angle was made to establish whether or not
anomalous behavior would result from the unique AR coating method employed in
fabrication of the dendritic-web cell (see Section II).
Since the web cells are grown directly to a final thickness, eliminating the
costly material removal steps required for conventional s pace cell fabrication, and
since there is a trend toward thinner space cells for reasons of mass reduction and
improved radiation behavior, it was decided to examine web cells thinner than those
normally used in terrestrial work. Although a nominal thickness of 0.005 cm was de-
sired, it was necessary to use somewhat thicker samples to avoid any additional
process development.
SECTION II
CELL DESCRIPTION
The cells reported here were manufactured by Westinghouse Electric Corpora-
tion as part of their low-cost terrestrial array development program. These cells
are fabricated from dendritic-web, P-type silicon, boron-doped to a nominal resis-
tivity of 4 ohm-cm. The cell dimensions are 2 x 2.5 cm, and were divided into two
thickness groups of six cells each, one nominally 0.010 cm and the other 0.014 cm,
to determine any thickness-dependent behavior. A conventional gaseous phosphorous
diffusion is used to form the junction, and a back surface field is formed by
diffusion from a surface layer of "baked-on" boron dopant from a liquid source.
The top surface electrical contact consists of Ti-Pd-Cu in a fan-shaped grid
pattern with interconnecting pads at 1.2-cm intervals spaced along the length of
i
one side. The rear has a full-coverage contact of the same material. The cell
AR coating is formed by heating after immersion in a liquid source. Since the
basic cell size fabricated by Westinghouse is approximately 2.5 x 9.8 cm, the
long strips were diced by Westinghouse to the smaller 2- x 2.5-cm size required
for the JPL test fixture.
SECTION 111
r TEST PROGRAM
The solar cells were mounted on a copper test plate using RTV 560. The
test plate was in turn mounted to a heat sink with provisions for both heating
and cooling so that the cells could be maintained at the desired temperature
independent of the solar intensity. All testing was carried out in a vacuum at
a pressure of less than 1 x 10-6 torr.
The illumination source used was a Spectrolab Model X-25 Mark II Spectrosun
filtered solar simulator. This simulator uses an optical integrator lens in the
optical system which uniformly distributes a short-arc xenon lamp. A system of
filters modifies the spectral distribution so that it approximates that of space
sunlight. The light beam provides a pattern having a uniformity of tl% over an
area of 225 cm 2
 at the test plane. Illumination intensity is varied by the
position of the simulator in combination with transmission filters. The solar
simulator beam is introduced into the vacuum chamber through a window of 7940
fused silica. The solar intensity and spectral integrity of the solar simulator
are constantly monitored and maintained using space calibrated standard cells
obtained with the NASA/JPL solar cell balloon flight standardization program.
Photographs of the solar cell, the assembled plate, and the experimental char-
acterization test facility are shown in Figures A-1 through A-4 in the appendix.
The temperature range covered in these measurements was -70 to 75% while
the solar intensity range covered was 10 to 135.2 mW/cm 2 . The data were taken
at each environment point in the matrix in the form of an I-V curve. The
appropriate parameters were then read from the I-V curves and punched on cards
for the computer analysis and curve plotting functions. The cell temperature was
monitored by a thermocouple attached to the surface of a separate cell mounted
with the cells under test. Prior, intermediate, and posttest ambient measure-
ments were performed daily to ensure that the accuracy and stability of the test
equipment and the test specimens themselves were maintained within t2% during
the course of the testing program.
Angle-of-incidence measurements were obtained using a Spectrolab large-
area pulsed xenon simulator under ambient conditions, with correction to AMO,
28°C conditions, through use of an appropriate space-calibrated standard cell.
The test-plate-to-simulator distance was sufficient for an intensity variation
of less than tl% from front to rear of the test plate at maximum rotation.
Averaging of cell data further eliminated any significant source of discrepancy.
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SECTION IV
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
A computer program calculated statistical averages and standard deviations
with respect to the measured cells for each intensity-temperature measurement
condition. It then produced summary tables: Tables 1 through 7 for nominal J00-
Um-thick cells and Tables 8 through 14 for nominal 140-um-thick cells. These
tables display averages and standard deviations of the cell characteristics in a
two-dimensional array format, one dimension representing cell temperature and
the other representing incoming light intensity (A.MO spectrum). The program
then produced plots of the various electrical parameters of interest, with either
incident intensity or cell temperature as the independent vai:iable, as shown in
Figures 1 through 18 for the thinner cells and Figures 19 through 36 for the
thicker. Least square fits to the data points were then made auto , atically to
the measured data points using a second-degree polynomial for most parameters.
The Voc and Vmp data points were fit with a linear equation. The curve factors
and AMU efficiencies were not fit but were interconnected from point to point.
In addition, the program calculated the temperature coefficients of the pertinent
cell electrical parameters of interest, using the aforementioned curve fit,., and
plotted these as a function of temperature; with intensity as a parameter, ::s
shown in Figures 15 through 18 and Figures 33 through 36 for thinner and thicker
cell sizes, respectively.
The figures are intended to 'ne working artifacts; that is, they are for-
matted to supply information of a general nature or to generate such working tools
as predictions, comparisons, and computer input data. To facilitate comparisons
and inputting, all units are standardized as follows:
(1) All currents are in units of mA/cm2.
(2) All voltages are in units of mV.
(3) All power outputs are in units of mW/cm2.
(4) All curve factors are in dimensionless units.
(5) All efficiencies are in percentages and are based on total cell
area.
(6) All temperatures are in °C.
(7) All incoming intensities are in units of mW/cm 
2
and are represen-
tative of an AMO spectrum.
(8) All geometric dimensions are in units of cm or ;im (whichever is
more convenient conceptually).
The tables included in this report contain complete numerical information
with respect to the average values of the following solar cell electrical param-
eters:	 I se , Voc , imp	 Vmp°	 Finax,	 CF, and efficiency at each intensity-temperature
combination. For each such parameter at each intensity-temperature combination,
the standard deviation is presented to provide estimates of statistical validity.
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All efficiency, current, and power output data are on the basl. ,• of unit area
derived by dividing measured output by total cell area.
Review of the cell data shows the thinner cell group to have higher per-
formance than the thicker. This is not felt to he a true characteristic of the
web-grown cell, but rather an artifact — the result of the limited sample sizes
and the still evolving terrestrial cell production process. Error limits for
the data partially reflect this condition, and are, in general., greater than
those normally obtained for the cells characterized and described in the JPL
78-15 series. There is certainly a greater nonuniformity from cell to cell
than normally observed, and, in some cases, it can be traceable in part to such
observable cell. characteristics as grid line discontinuities and edge chipping.
These discrepancies, although understandable in terms of the low-cost processing
approach development, would require additional. limits before the application to
space could be considered viable.
The output as a function of illumination angle of incidence is shown in
Figure 37 for both maximum power and short-circuit current. The data are
presented as the average of all thicknesses, since thickness was not considered
an influence _., this behavior. An analysis of a single thick and a single thin
cell selected at random from the group displayed the same angular relation-
ships, verifying the use of the overall average. The data are quite consistent
with a number of prior evaluations on conventional cells, indicating that the
use of the dip AR coating does not introduce any anomalous behavior in this
respect.
Although not intended to satisfy all concerns regarding r.ho space
applicability of the terrestrial dendritic-web solar cell., the pert.irmance data
presented here indicate a level of process maturity that should encourage con-
sideration and analysis of such cells for space applications that could benefit
from any significant cost reductions ultimately derived from a successful
terrestrial cell process development.
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F 135.3 NO COVERGLASS
SAMPLE SIZE 6
	 PLATE PS-3
Figure 17. Absolute P Temperature Coefficient
max
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TEMPERATURE, OC
ID	 oW /Cn 2 	 1112STINGHOUSE N/P SOLAR CELLS
A	 10.0	 DENORITIC WEB SILICON MATERIAL
8	 30.0	 2 X 2.5 X 0.010 CM
C	 50.0	 COPPER CONTACTS, FAN PATTERN
D	 70.0	 LIQUID DIP AP. COATING
E	 100.0	
NO COVEP,GLASSF	 135.3
SAMPLE SIZE 6	 PLATE PS-3
Figure 18. Percent P
max 
Temperature Coefficient
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Table 1. Average Short-Circuit Current
41
r
WESTINSMOUSE NIP SOLAR CELLS
OENORITIC WED SILICON MATERIAL
t k 1,5 9 0,010 CM
COPPER CONTACTS, FAN PATTERN
LIOUIO DIP AR COATING
40 COV[ROLASS
SAMPLE 111[ 6 PLATE P8.3
C rILL TEMP, SOLAR IN TEN8ITT CMM/CMto2)
(DEG.	 C) 10,00 30,00 90200 70,00 100,00 135,30
70400 2032 7,14 11,84 16,46 13010 31.64
(,09) (.18) (628) C,43) (093) (069)
.00 2019 7969 14,83 I8,12 19,43 36,99
(,09) (.27) (632) (830) f,96) C, 14)25800 2097 7,8E 1'.06 18,34 16,06 37,22
TS ) (.30) (633) C,30) (,63) (980)
59600 2,62 7090 18.2t 16.96 16967 19,79
( 0 06) (.28) t637) (429) t,61) (679)
79,00 2068 0.01 13.44 16.61 t6, 79 36.20
(806) (.27) (934) C,31) (,96) (981)
NOTE( STANDARD DEVIATIONS ARE GIVEN IN PARENTHESES,
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Table 2. Average Open-Circuit Voltage
i
1
WESTINGHOUSE N0 806AR CELL$
OENORITIC NEE SILICON MATERIAL
a N 2,9 X 0,010 CM
COPPER CONTACTS, PAN PATTERN
LIQUID DIP AR COATING
NO COVERGLA59
SAMPLE 811E 6 PLATE P5.3
CELL TEMP, SOLAR INTENSITY (MM/CM /*2)
(DEG, C) 10000 30000 90,00 70,00 100900 139,30
070000 656,36 739,37 748,79 196,10 162,79 771.6a
(45,3$) (11.21) (846a) (6031) (8,01) (7,71)
,00 949903 969,63 606.79 617,69 627 0 67 636,90
(1 9 ,17) (9.41) (7866) (6059) (6,29) (7934)
29000 455,08 939,55 993867 969,59 916,x3 58403
(14.22) t9042) (1,50) (7900 ) (6,99) (902)
99900 480997 46903 48 8 ,2a 900.33 51a,9E 922907
(13933) (9016) (8944) (7,40) (7410) (6938)
75900 394,33 424,09 444,90 497 ,13 469 9 40 451.50
(11,90) (9068) (5839) (7613) (7,38) (6,81)
NOTE(	 STANDARD DEVIATIONS ARE GIVEN IN PARENTHESES.
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Table 3. Average Maximum Power Current
MESTINGMOUOE NIP S OLAR CELLS
DENORITIC NEE SILICON MATERIAL
2 X 2,5 %	 0,030 CM
COPPER CONTACTS, FAN PATTERN
LIQUID DI P AR COATING
40 COVERGLASS
SAMPLE SIZE 6 PLATE PS-3
CELL TEMP, MAR INTENSITY (MN/CMt*2)
(DEG.	 C) 10800 30600 10,00 70,00 300 6 00 135,30
•70,00 1,96 6,33 10,59 14,52 21423 29,26
f,20) (.51) (189) (1,25) (1.45) (1970)
,00 2,12 6011 11,51 16,49 23,42 31.93
f.11) (.44) (258) (063) (183) (.92)
25000 2010 6652 11172 16,SS 23.94 32,12
(113) (.44) (04) (049) (,94) (993)
55.00 2.11 6954 11969 16.45 23,69 32,14
(.1!) (.32) (,47) (044) (09) (.96)
75600 2811 6162 11,60 16,46 23.86 32.03
(913) (.29) (148) (242) (657) (654)
NOTE{	 STANDARD DEVIATIONS ARE	 GIVEN IN PARENTHESES.
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Table 4. Average Maximum Power Voltage
W98TINGWOWBE N/P SOLAR CELLS
DENDRITIC NES SILICON MATERIAL
2 % 2,s X 0,010 CM
COPPER CONTACTS, PAN PATTERN
LIGOID DI P AR COATING
NO COVER04ASS
SAMPLE SI Z E 6 PLATE PS.3
CELL TEMP, SOLAR IN T ENSITY (MN/CM*N2)
(DEG,	 C) 10,00 30,00 50,00 70,00 100,00 135,30
•70 0 00 511407 633,37 66 4 ,42 602 0 19 663,22 696,55
(66 4 661 (56.11) (89897) (11910) 09,73) (6,19)
,00 441,55 490 9 13 51 7 ,70 529.77 533,2E 550,27
(33 9 35) (15.17) (10001) (9,09) (13.42) (13,56)
25,00 407817 446,60 461,08 473,70 478,19 491,00
(41,55) (10.13) (6259) (9099) (11.21) (12017)
55,00 316917 371 0 92 395,30 410.13 41903 426.77
(17,07) (12.62) (8,90) (10,24) (12,70) (13.31)
75,00 200,45 33200 395,50 366,62 3710 9 7 38s,s8
(16 9 0 1) (12.63) (09211 (11936) (13,06) (17,70)
NOTE( STANDARD OEYTATIONS ARE GIVtN IN PARENTHESES.
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Table 5. Average Maximum Power
WESTINGHOUSE N& SOLAR CELLB
OENDRITIC WEB SILICON MATERIAL
1 K 2,5 M 0 0 010 CM
COPPER CONTACTRr PAN PATTERN
LIQUID OI P AR COATING
40 COV9046ASS
SAMPLE 4th 6 PLATE o8.3
CELL TEMP T 80LAR INTENSITY (MNICMt92)
0E6. C) 10400 30.00 30000 70,00 (00.00 139,30
•70.00 1011 4.03 7006 10012 14.51 20630
(,12) fobs) Cosa) (096) (1,11) Cs.a9)
000 094 305 5,99 8,74 12,49 17057
(014) (.32) C079) (842) (059) (080)
25000 086 !007 5.41 7,86 11045 15078
(,09) (.26) (832) (039) (857) (,B!)
S5000 ,b9 i, 57 4.b2 6.75 9095 13473
(4071 (.20) (827) (026) (034) (.79)
75000 061 2017 4112 6,03 Slag 12836
(,07) (.18) (025) (026) (849) (672)
NOTE) STANDARD DEVIATIONS ARE GIVEN IN PARENTHESES,
a 30
m
6v
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Table 6. Average Curve Factor
MES ► INOMOU59 N/P SOLAR CELLO
OENORITIC WED SILICON MATERIAL
2 x 2,9 3 0 9 010 CM
COPPER CONTACTtr PAN 04TTERN
LIQUID 01 0 AR COATING
No eOVER0LASS
SAMPLE SIZE 6	 PLATE_ P0N3
CELL TEMP. SOLAR INTENSITY
	 (MN/CMs08)
(0966 C) 10.00 30.00 90,00 70.00 100 0 00 139,30
670600 16970 0646 .794E 15110 96227 85341
(0929) (.0935) (,0732) (,0991) (,0426) (0337)
,00 .6725 .7474 .1691 .7600 01619 47557
(0669) (60412) (.0277) (.0193) (.0143) (.0190)
29,00 46537 67$69 .7451 67976 41610 61696
(,0103) (00259) ( 0 0155) (60190) (.0126) (60160)
99800 ,6224 ,6935 .7161 ,156'% ,7323 87337
(0332) (,0206) (,0144) (.0123) (.0163) (,0209)
79600 .6000 ,6664 .6554 .7014 .7062 ,7076
(0429) (01911 (.0141) (.011 5 ) (.0193) (,0203)
NOTE1	 STANDARD DEVIATIONS ARE GIVEN IN PARENTHESES,
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M
WESTINGHOUSE N/P SOLAR CELLS
DENDRITIC WED SILICON MATERIAL
2 X	 2,5 % 0,010 CM
COPPER CON TACTSO FAN PATTERN
LIQUID DIP AR COATING
NO COVERGLASS
SAMPLE SITE 6 PLATE P8.3
CELL TEMP, SOLAR INTENSITY (MW/CMt*2)
(DEG,	 C) 10100 30,00 50,00 70,00 100,00
070800 11820 13,44 14811 14,46 14051
(2018) (2,05) (1065) (1036) (1,11)
0 00 9,39 11026 11,99 12,48 12449
(1635) (1.06) (079) (061) (059)
25,00 6,56 10917 10,83 11,22 11045
(545) (.87) (063) (050) (057)
55,00 6,59 5,58 9625 9,64 9095
(,70) (.67) (055) (939) (,54)
75,00 6011 7156 8.24 8.62 8,89
(868) (.60) (051) (,38) (049)
NOT91
	
STANDARD OQVIATIONS AR9 GIVRN IN PAR9NTHE3E3.
135,30
15,07
(,96)
12,99
(059)
11,66
(.60)
10,14
(,58)
9013
(,53)
r
41
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Table 7. Average AMO Efficiency
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TEMPERATURE,
	 "C
ID mWlcm 2 WESTINGHOUSE N/P SOLAR, CELLS
A 10.0 DENDP,ITIC WEB
	 SILICON MATERIAL
B 30.0 2	 X	 2.5 X	 0.014	 CM
C 50.0 COPPER, CONTACTS,
	 FAN PATTERN
D
E
70.0
100.0 LIQUID DIP AR COATING
F 135.3 NO COVERGLASS
SAMPLE SIZE 8	 PLATE PS-3
Figure 19. Average I sc /cm 2 as a Function of Temperature
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TEMPERATURE, "C
ID nW/os 2
	WESTINGHOUSE N/P SOLAR CELLS
A	 10.0
	 DENDRITIC WEB SILICON MATERIAL
B	 30.0
	 2 X 2.5 X 0.011 CM
C	 50.0
	 COPPER CONTACTS, FAN PATTERN
D	 70.0	 LIQUID DIP AR COATINGE	 100.0
F	 135.3	 NO COYERGLASS	 1
SAMPLE SIZE 0	 PLATE PS-3
Figure 20. Average V
oc 
as a Function of Temperature
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TEMPERATURE, "C
ID mW/cm 2 	WESTINGHOUSE N/P SOLAR CELLS
A	 10.0	 DENDRITIC WEB SILICON MATERIAL
B	 30.0	 2 X 2.5 X 0.014 CM
C	 50.0	 COPPER CONTACTS, FAN PATTERN
D	 70.0	 LIQUID DIP AR COATING
E	 100.0	
NO COVERGLASS
F	 135.3
t	 SAMPLE SIZE 6	 PLATE PS-3
1
Figure 21. Average I /cm2 as a Function of Temperaturem
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Figure 22
	
-40	 0	 40	 80	 120
TEMPERATURE, OC
WESTINGHOUSE N/P SOLAR CELLS
DENDRITIC WEB SILIf ON MATERIAL 	 !
2 x. 2.5 x 0.014 CM
COPPER, CONTACTS, FAN PATTERN
LIQUID DIP AR COATING
NO COVERGLASS
SAMPLE SIZE 6	 PLATE PS-3
	
Average V	 as a function of Temperature
mp
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TEMPERATURE, LIC
0
Average F
max 
/cm2 as a Function of Temaerature
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Figure 23.
i
y
ID mW/cm 2 WESTINGHOUSE N/P SOLAR CELLS
A 10.0 DENDRITIC WEB SILICON MATERIAL
S 30.0 2 X 2.5 X 0.011 CM
C 50.0 COPPER CONTACTS, FAN PATTERN
D 70.0 LIQUID
	 DIP AR COATING
E
F
100.0
135.3 NO COVERGLASS
SAMPLE SIZE 8	 PLATE PS-3
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-T20	 -80	 -40	 0	 40	 80	 IN
TEMPERATURE, OC
10 mM/Cm 2	 WESTINGHOUSE N/P SOLAR CELLS
A	 10.0	 DENDRITIC WEB SILICON MATERIAL
B	 30.0	 2 X 2.5 X 0.014 CM
C	 50.0	 COPPER CONTACTS, FAN PATTERN
D	 70.0	 LIQUID DIP AR COATING
E	 100.0	
NO COVERGLASCF	 135.3
SAMPLE 312E 8	 PLATE PS-3
Figure 24. Average Curve Factor as a Function of Temperature
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TEMPERATURE, LIC
ID mll/co t WESTINGHOUSE N/P SOLAR CELLS
A 10.0 DENDRITIC WEB SILICON MATERIAL
B 30.0 2	 X	 2.5 X 0.014	 CM
C 50.0 COPPER CONTACTS,	 FAN PATTERN
D
E
70.0
100.0 LIQUID	 DIP AR COATING
f 135.3 NO COVERGLASS
SAMPLE SIZE 6	 PLATE PS-3
Figure 25. Average AMO Efficiency as a Function. of Temperature
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SOLAR	 INTENSITY,	 mW/cmz
ID	 OC WESTINGHOUSE N/P SOLAR CELLS
A	 -70.0 DENDRITIC WEB SILICON MATERIAL
B	 .0 2	 X	 2.5 X	 0.011	 CM
C	 25.0 COPPER CONTACTS, FAN PATTERN
D	 55.0 LIQUID
	
DIP AR COATING
E	 75.0 NO COVERGLASS
SAMPLE SIZE O	 PLATE PS-3
t
Figure 26. Average I sc /cm 2 as a Function of Intensity
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SOLAR INTENSITY, mW/cme
ID	 OC	 WESTINGHOUSE N/P SOLAR CELLS
A	 -70.0	 DENDRITIC WEB SILICON MATERIAL
B	 .0	 2 X 2.5 X 0.0(4 CM
I	 C	 25.0	 COPPER CONTACTS, FAN PATTERN
0	 55.0	 LIQUID DIP AR COATING
E	 75.0	
40 COVERGLASS
SAMPLE SIZE 0	 PLATE PS-3
Figure 27. Average V oc as a Function of Intensity
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10	 OC	 NESTINGHOUSE N/P SOLAR CELLS
A	 -70.0	 DENORITIC WEB SILICON MATERIAL
i	 B	 .0	 2 X 2.5 X 0.014 CM
1	 C	 25.0	 COPPER CONTACTS, FAN PATTERN
0	 55.0
!	 E	 75.0	 LIQUID DIP AR COATING
NO COYERGLASS
SAMPLE SIZE 6	 PLATE PS-3
I	
Figure 28. Average I
mp 
/cm2 as a Function of Intensity
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SOLAR INTENSITY, mW/cml
ID	 OC	 WESTINGHOUSE N/P SOLAR CELLS
A	 -70.0	 DENDRITIC WEB SILICON MATERIAL
B	 .0	 2 X 2.5 X 0.014 CM
C	 25.0	 COPPER CONTACTS, FAN PATTERN
D	 55.0	
LIQUID DIP AR COATINGE	 75.0	
NO COYERGLASS
SAMPLE SIZE 6
	 PLATE PS-5
Figure 29. Average Vmp as a Function of Intensity
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SOLAR INTENSITY, mV cm'^
ID	 CC	 WESTINGHOUSE N/P SOLAR CELLS
A	 -70.0	 DENDRITIC WEB SILICON MATERIAL
B	 .0	 2 % 2.5 X 0.014 CM
C	 25.0	 COPPER CONTACTS, FAN PATTERN
D	 55.0	 LIQUID DIP AR COATINGE	 75.0	
NO COVERGLASS
SAMPLE SITE 5
	 PLATE PS-3
Figure 30. Average P
max 
/cm 2 as a Function of Intensity
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0
SOLAR INTENSITY, mW/cmt
ID	 OC	 WESTINGHOUSE N/P SOLAR CELLS
A	 -70.0	 DENDRITIC MES SILICON MATERIAL
B	 .0	 2 X 2.5 X 0.014 CM
C	 25.0	 COPPER CONTACTS, FAN PATTERN
D	 55.0	 LIQUID DIP AR COATINGE	 75.0	
NO COVERGLASS
SAMPLE SIZE S
	 PLATE PS-3
Figure 31. Averaga Curve Factor as a Function of Intensity
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SOLAR INTENSITY, mW/cmz
ID	 OC	 WESTINGHOUSE N/P SOLAR CELLS
A	 -70.0	 DENDRITIC WEB SILICON MATERIAL
B	 .0	 2 X 2.5 X 0.014 CM
C	 25.0	 COPPER CONTACTS, FAN PATTERN
D	 55.0	
LIQUID DIP AR COATINGE	 75.0
NO COVERGLASS
SAMPLE SIZE O
	 PLATE PS-5
Figure 32. Average AMO Efficiency as a Function of Intensity
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TEMPERATURE, OC
e
10 MWIc 2	 WESTINGHOUSE NIP SOLAR CELLS
A	 10.0	 DENDRITIC WEB SILICON MATERIAL
B	 30.0	 2 % 2.5 % 0.014 CM
C	 50.0	 COPPER CONTACTS, FAN PATTERNU	 70.0
E	 100.0	 LIQUID DIP AN COATING
F	 135.3	 NO COVER GLASS
SAMPLE SIZE 8
	 PLATE PS-3
Figure 33. I se Temperature Coefficient
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	WESTINGHOUSE N/P SOLAR CELI.'i
A	 10.0
	 DENDRITIC WEB SILICON MATERIAL
8	 30.0	 2 X 2.5 X 0.014 CM
C	 50.0
	 COY°R CONTACTS, FAN PATTERN
	
00.0	
LIQUID DIP AR COATINGE	 100.0	
NO COYERGLASSF	 135.3	
SAMPLE SIZE 6	 PLATE PS-3
Figure 34. V oc Temperature Coefficient_
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TEMPERATURE, OC
ID mW/em 2
	WESTINGHOUSE N/P SOLAR CELLS
A	 10.0	 DENDRITIC WES SILICON MATERIAL
G	 30.0	 2 X 2.5 X 0.014 CM
C	 50.0	 COPPER CONTACTS, FAN PAITERN
D	 70.0	 LIQUID DIP AR COATINGF	 100.0	
NO COVERGLASSF	 135.3	
SAMPLE S12E 0	 PLATE PS-3
Figure 35. Absolute P
max 
Temperature Coefficient
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TEMPERATURE, YC
WESTINGHOUSE N/P SOLAR CELLS
DENDRITIC WES SILICON MATEY AL
2 X 2.5 X 0.014 CM
COPPER CONTACTS, FAN PATTERN
LIQUID DIP AR COATING
NO COVERGLASS
SAMPLE SIZE D	 PLATE PS-3
ID mw /cm2
A	 10.0
D	 30.0
C	 50.0
D	 70.0
E	 100.0
F	 135.3
Figure 36. Percent Pmax Temperature Coefficient
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Table 8. Average Short-Circuit Current
WESTINGHOUSE W SOLAR CELLS
DENDRITIC WES SILICON MATERIAL
2 X 2,9 X 0,014 CM
COPPER CONTACTS, FAN PATTERN
LIQUID DI P AR COATING
NO COVERG600
SAMPLE SIZE 6 PLATE P8.3
CELL TEMP, SOLAR INTENSITY (MW/CM**2)
(DEG,	 C) 10,00 30,00 90,00 70,00 100,00 139.30
070.00 2927 6001 11632 15611 21.99 30,12
(608) (414) (422) (841) (.46) (460)
4 00 2643 7126 la.l5 11422 2403 33433
(,063 (.23) (429) (957) (,as) (.88)
25,00 2447 7047 lamb? 17.51 ?4,89 33.78
( 8 06) (.23) (876) (061) (1,00) (1.00)
55 4 00 2853 7,64 12.14 17081 25858 34,34
(807) (.24) (434) (,60) (491) (1003)
75 4 00 2,57 1071 12096 18011 26802 34.91
( 0 06) (.24) (436) (856) (992) (1004)
NOTEI	 STANDARD OEVIATIONS ARE GIV E N IN PARENTHESES,
jt
)
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Table 9. Average Open-Circuit Voltage
WESTINGHOUSE N/P SOLAR CELLS
OENDRITIC WED SILICON MATERIAL
2 X 2,5 M 0,014 CM
COPPER CON TACTSp FAN PATTERN
LIQUID DIP AR COATING
NO COVEROLASS
SAMPLE 819E 6 PLATE P363
CELL TEMP, SOLAR INTENSITY (MW /CHis2)
(DEG.	 C) 10,00 30,00 90.00 70,00 100,00 139,30
070.00 667400 131. 9 1 148,9E 796006 762.27 772,45
(67,51) ((6,441 (11,34) (11,81) (11,73) (12.44)
,00 529093 962015 600,27 611,02 651.12 631215
(24.65) (12.55) (12@79) (12,46) (12,20) (11.52)
25,00 476917 926,09 949,59 995.62 569,63 970,4E
(1 9 .89) (13.07) (11,43) (12919) (11.12) (10049)
55,00 410.52 464,22 461,15 493,72 907,02 916,01
(17,36) (12.771 (11,69) (11,12) (10.08) (8919)
75 0 00 369013 416,76 431,80 451,16 46406 476.06
(16,04) (12.64) (11,05) (10026) (9645) (1050)
NOTE1 STANDARD DEVIATIONS ARE GIVEN IN PARENTHESES,
41
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Table 10. Average Maximum Power Current
WESTINGHOUSE N/P SOLAR CELL$
DENDRITIC WEB SILICON MATERIAL
I X 1,9 X 0 9 014 CM
COPPER COMTACTS i IAN PATTERN
LIOUIO DIP AR COATING
NO COVEROLASS
SAMPLE SIZE 6 PLATE P5m,3
CELL TW O SOLAR INTENSITY (MWICMes2)
total	 C) 10200 30600 90,00 70,00 100800 135,30
670.00 1951 9,10 4979 13,61 19471 26492
(,21) (.40) t,47) (919) (1926) (1969)
900 1,08 6926 10977 19033 22,28 30928
(912) (.42) (971) (lots) (less) (1,6m)
119 9 00 2901 6,38 11611 19,64 22,72 3004
(613) (.49) 0971) (,93) (1816) (1626)
99900 @90t 6951 11928 19,65 23903 30,77
tots) (.39) (9!1) (979) (1,04) (1903)
13000 2004 begs 11, 1s 19063 23921 31806
(013) (.31) (9461 (267) (,$0) (1013)
NOTE1 STANDARD DEVIATIONS ARE GIVEN IN PARENTHESES,
i
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Table 11. Average Maximum Power Voltage
WESTINGHOUSE N/P SOLAR CELLS
DENDRITIC WEB SILICON MATERIAL
2X 2 1 5 X0014 CM
COPPER CONTICTS, PAN PATTERN
LIQUID DIP AR COATIND
NO COVERGLASS
BAM►LE SIZE 6	 PLATE PS.3
CELL TEMP, SOLAR INTENSITY	 (MW/CM*02)
(0E6.	 C) 10000 30,00 50.00 70,00 100,00 133,30
•70 4 00 525.91 622993 650,65 674.92 67607 703,23
(97,01) (62,96) (640S) (39,29) (16,29) (9,74)
,00 416637 467,22 511,13 926.40 531.17 S46,97
(54,00) (25.64) (13,41) (12,52) (10,55) (13.36)
25900 36500S 439,23 463,63 472,56 477,3S 469.43
(37,64) (19,07) (13,16) (t1,31) (1603) (10.27)
15900 3t0,72 373507 391.93 406.46 414,66 426.63
(26,16) (1447) (13,10) 013921) (19,62) (9.96)
75,00 271,96 327819 351.52 365 4 66 370,27 364.13
(20,22) (1A676) (12,94) (11,35) (11,SO) (11.74)
NOTEI
	
STANDARD DEVIATIONS ARE G?VEN IN PARENTHESES.
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'rable 12. Average Maximum Power
WESTINGHOUSE NIP SOLAR CELLS
DENORITIC WEB SILICON MATERIAL
2 X	 2,9 X	 0,014 CM
COP ►ER CONTACT$, PAN PATTERN
LIQUID DIP AR COATING
NO COYER06ASS
SAMPLE SIZE 6 PLATE PS.3
CELL TEMP, SOLAR	 IN T ENSITY (MW/CM**g)
(DEG 9	C) 10,00 30.00	 90,00 70,00 100,00 139.30
.70.00 ,94 3.94	 6,38 9.21 13,39 1603
(.19) (.48)	 (177) (096) (1 0 06) (1.39)
900 283 3906	 5,51 6.10 11,83 16061
(913) (.32T
	 (,47) (963) (971) (03)
25.00 874 2.61
	
5.15 7.39 10,64 15404
(,t0) (.26)	 (941) (951) (,62) (668)
95,00 963 203	 4,40 6.41 9,95 13.13
( 6 09) (.19)	 (926) (940) (051) (.9b)
75000 996 2914	 3,93 9,79 8660 11,93
(007) (916)	 (923) (934) (.45) (.50)
NOTE1
	
STANDARD DEVIATIONS ARE GIVEN IN PARENTHESES,
w
Table 13. Average Curve Factor
WESTINGHOUSE N/P S OL A R CELLS
OENDRITIC WED SILICON MATERIAL
I X 2,5 X	 0,014 CM
COPPER CONTACTS, PAN PATTERN
LIQUID DI P AR COATING
NO COVERGLASS
SAMPLE SIZE 6 PLATE P3.3
CELL TEMP. SOLAR INTENSITY (MW/CMto2)
(OEG,	 C) 10.00 30000 50,00 70,00 100,00 139,30
n70,00 66243 .7114 ,7534 ,7764 80011 .5144
(,0784) (.0954) (0912) (.0884) (,0723) (,0643)
.00 ,6402 ,1229 ,7992 ,7693 .7823 ,7892
(0791) (.0690) (,0551) (.0449) (.0326) (,0249)
25100 26240 .7114 .7432 .7596 ,7649 .7698
(,0629) C,0569) 0 410) (.0313) (.0224) (.0167)
59,00 06063 ,6875 ,7149 01281 17359 ,7397
(.0973) (.0404) (.0217) (.0226) (.0114) (,0144)
79100 89922 ,6670 ,6926 .7064 ,1317 .7165
(,0504) (.03031 (,0219) (.0162) (.0132) (.0149)
NOTE(	 STANDARD DEVIATION $ ARE GIVEN IN PARENTHESES,
41
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Table 14. Average AMO Efficiency
WESTINGHOUSE N/P SOLAR CELLS
DENDRITIC NES S ILICON MATERIAL
2 X 2,5 %	 0,014 CM
COPPER CONTACTS, PAN PATTERN
LIQUID DI P AR COATING
NO COVEROLASS
SAMPLE SI ZE 6 PLATF. PS.3
CELL TEMP, SOLAR IN T ENSITY (MN/CM**2)
(DEG,
	
C) 10,00 30,00 50,00 T0,(0 100,00 135,30
870.00 9642 11151 12,75 13.15 13,39 13009
(1 0 49) (1659) (1154) (1,30 (1105) (999)
400 5,27 10019 11,02 11,57 11,53 12.27
(1932) (1.05) (893) (409) (171) (.61)
25 4 00 7436 9035 10,36 10,56 10054 11.12
(1,04)
( 
.SS)
(5 (
C962) (050)
55000 6431 S,to 5,50 9,15 9,55 9,70
(,AS) (.65) t,51) (957) (151) (.41)
75,00 5,57 7615 7456 5,25 5,60 5,52
(0 7 1) (.52) (045) (,45) (,45) (037)
NOTE( STANDARD DEVIATIONS ARE GIYLN IN PARENTMESES.
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Figure A-I.	 Solar Cell
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Figure A-3. Solar Cell Characterization Facility
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Figure A-4. Solar Cell Lnvi rcnmL'nt:ll Test Chamber
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